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Tucker Max drinks to excess at inappropriate times, disregards social norms, indulges every whim,

takes no responsibility for his actions, rebels against any authority, mocks idiots and posers, sleeps

with more women than is safe or reasonable and generally just acts like an asshole. I Hope They

Serve Beer In Hell contains everything the modern-day bounder that is Tucker Max has written

since he started sharing his depraved reality with an audience of millions. --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Tucker Max, of "Assholes Finish First" has a hilarious, crude, and offensive lifestyle, but that's what

makes Tucker...well, Tucker. The stories he tells are reminiscent of my wilder college days, but on

crack and complete loss of inhibition. If you want to be in a constant fit of tears and laughter while

reading a book, this book is for you.WARNING: This book is not for the sensitive prude, if you are

easily offended by vivid sexual descriptions, alcohol abuse, bodily fluids, drugs and complete

mismanagement of all those I listed; this book is not for you.

I read this book as a recommendation from a friend and thought it was pretty hilarious. I did find

myself skimming at times to get through some of the boring stuff and find the entertaining parts of

the stories. This guy is vulgar and explicit and that's exactly what I expected when picking this book

up. Don't read this if you're going to get all offended over how he talks about women (he's very

degrading!) or how he discusses his sexual and drunken experiences in vivid detail. I'm a woman

and took it for what it was - true stories written by a guy who considers himself to be a jerk.



Disgusting, but a guilty pleasure. I read this years ago, I was disgusted and yet laughing my @ss off

at the same time. Definitely not a book for the light hearted, but if you are in your early 20's or can

remember your early 20's and those years were filled with partying and stupid misadventures that

you reflect fondly upon or are currently in the midst of - this book might be for you. Take note ladies,

this guy is a misogynist pig, the things he does to women will disgust you, but then again - there are

some laugh out loud, tears running down your face moments that make the read worth it.

If your sense of humor is a bit dark and you can laugh at an alcoholic womanizing guy tell you all

about his sexual escapades, then this book is for you. Tucker Max is one of the funniest authors out

there then again I tend to lean towards the dark, messed up humor... you know the kind that leaves

you asking your self "should I be laughing at this?" Its a really easy read because most of it is short

stories that are all connected with primarily the same characters - Obviously Tucker (he's the star of

his story) and a handful of his friends and the guest character is always some girl.... and he wrote

every embarrassing detail. Treat yourself to a good laugh

The author is very clear on what the contents of this book is, so I don't know how anyone could

claim to be offended when they read it. If you have a sense of humor and are ok with this type of

descriptive writing on what is his real life experiences, then this book is hysterically, painfully real. I

thoroughly enjoyed it!

This book is a great way to teach your young men what not to do when they go to college. I'm

amazed that Tucker Max ever found time to earn his law degree, but I guess his ability to f*%#@

people over without any conflict of conscious is true OJT for a lawyer. If you think of women as just

holes and nothing more than a quick fix to sexual pleasure then you'll love this book. Otherwise you

should probably go and read something more uplifting like the sinking of the American Culture.

This kid is a PUNK. He deserves to get his ass KICKEDI can't believe they made a movie out of this

crap.When I was young I did some of the same stuffGuess what--I was a jerkSmartin' up kid

I have a friend that said these books were awesome. I finally bought it since he kept talking it up. Its

basically a "bro" to put it nicely. Sharing stories. I don't understand how this book won my friend

over. I could see it appealing for young guys in their youth who have not had a chance to make their



own life stories. But I did not enjoy this book whatsoever. I read better stories on reddit under

r/askreddit.
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